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Particularism and Default Valency






In an example in my introduction all sorts of feature were introduced.  There were those features that were supposedly irrelevant to our moral reasoning such as the colour of the child’s shoes.  Then there were those features that can be or often are morally relevant, such as the dangerous nature of the cliff or someone’s possible death.  Then there are those features that seem, in some way, essentially moral, such as the bravery of the possible course of action.​[3]​  These are often called morally ‘thick’ features.  Other examples include justice, kindness, cruelty, selfishness and honesty.  The thing to note is that when debating whether features have (or have to have) invariable valency, all of the features in the second and third categories are being discussed, and possibly the first.  So, particularists and generalists not only debate whether stabbings or sharings of sweets have invariable valence, but they can debate whether thick features have variable or invariable valency.​[4]​  This latter debate has to be a possibility for discussion, since the whole debate is set up to make us think about how reason-generating features - of which thick features are surely one type - contribute to the rightness or wrongness of the whole.  
	This leads to a recent generalist challenge, which though good does not ultimately succeed.  First, consider why we might say that thick features are essentially moral.  If I tell you that Pete is good, even morally good, and that many of his actions are always right, you get some sense of what Pete is like.  You get a sense that I approve of him, or that his actions are approvable, or somesuch.  But, you do not have much of a sense of Pete’s character.  On the other hand, if I were to describe Pete as heroic or compassionate you would get more of a sense of what he is like and the actions he typically performs since these terms are more specific and have more connotations.  This is so even though I have still not pinpointed exactly what he is like.  Importantly, not only would you be able to get more of a detailed sense of what Pete is like, it is supposed that there would still be the approval that was there when I called him good.  Whereas thin features, such as goodness or rightness, are supposed to have only or primarily an attitudinative or evaluative aspect, thick features combine both evaluation with a descriptive aspect.  In this way they stand out from both evaluatively thin features and from those features that typically contain no essential evaluative aspect, such as pleasure or the colour of shoes.​[5]​   
Having understood what thick features are like, we can now introduce the generalist challenge (that is, generalism about the thick).  It is all very well, say generalists, claiming that features can have variable valency.  But does it really make sense to say that kindness, for example, could have variable valency?  After all, isn’t it part of what it is for something to be kind that it is right-making?  Consider the following from, first, David McNaughton and Piers Rawling and, secondly, Roger Crisp: 

On [particularism], thick moral properties have no more intrinsic moral significance than non-moral properties.  It will, presumably, turn out that these properties are ‘commonly more important’ than some others (although [particularism] owes us an account of why), but that not only understates their force, it seems to mislocate their centrality.  It is not just that it is helpful to look at them first because they often count; their counting is central to their being thick moral concepts.​[6]​

	[I]f particularism is true, we should perhaps be a little surprised that certain considerations dominate our ethical thinking, whereas others do not.  An extreme particularist can offer no account of why, for example, causing serious harm to people seems to matter so often, and why its being Tuesday when the harm is caused never matters.​[7]​ 

The point here is that, on the picture we have so far, particularists claim that all features have, or could have, variable valency.  But this blanket claim fails to do justice to the complexity of our moral reasoning and what, on reflection, one might think the structure of moral reality to be like.  Thick features such as justice and kindness seem to be morally special in a way that pleasure and colour are not.  Particularism cannot explain two significant phenomena.  They cannot explain (i) why it is that thick features, seemingly whenever they appear, count in a morally important way; and (ii) why it is that thick features will count in the same way, that is be either always right-making or always wrong-making.  Indeed, generalists might go beyond the phrasing of (ii) and claim that some or all thick features never change their valency.  Is it really possible to imagine cases where justice is wrong-making or when kindness is morally neutral?  This should make us suspicious of particularism, at least as regards the thick.​[8]​  So generalists, echoing the metaphilosophical debates in my introduction, might conclude that nonmoral, non-thick features have variable valency, but in order for moral reasoning to have a rational structure it is necessary that all or many thick features have invariable valency and, possibly further, that this is entailed by the concept of what it is for a thick feature to generate reasons in the first place, and not merely because of the ‘content’ of the feature.​[9]​      
	To cut a long story short, there are two moves that particularists can make.  The first is to provide examples where thick features do change their ‘expected’ valency.  Consider the following from Dancy (in which virtues are used instead of thick features, but there is enough overlap for our purposes).  

Of course, for the suggestion [generalism about the thick] to work, it must be the case that the virtues function invariantly.  Particularists are likely to say, for instance, that an action can be considerate without necessarily being the better for it.  It may be considerate to wipe the torturer’s brow, but this fact hardly functions as a reason to wipe, or makes his sweat a reason for us to wipe it off.  The torturer’s other activities prevent what would ordinarily give us a reason from doing so here.  Similarly, it may be that a cruel response is exactly the one called for in the circumstances; cruelty, according to particularists, need not be an invariant reason.  A generalist reply to these suggestions depends on showing that similar remarks cannot be made about (a sufficient range of) the other virtues.​[10]​

We can give some short defence and elaboration of what Dancy says.  Sometimes we find that we approve of the cruelty (or the selfishness, or the injustice, or whatever) of the action, and the precise type of cruelty employed, because of other features of the action.  Perhaps the lesson that needs to be taught to someone requires causing her a lot of distress since she needs to feel exactly how she has made other people feel for the lesson to have impact.  Similarly, even if the kindness of wiping the torturer’s brow does not count against acting in the case as described, in this case it need not be giving one a reason to act and has changed valency from being right-making to being morally neutral.  
These particular examples might be controversial, but for our purposes we should accept them.  Even if a few such examples can be given, this may not dent generalism too much.  Generalists might argue that only some thick features have invariable valency.  These could be labelled the ‘significant’ thick features and might be assumed to form the core of our moral reasoning.  (We would then be debating how many features and which ones have to have variable valency for particularism to claim any sort of victory.)  Aside from this generalist counter, it is unlikely that we will be able to find many examples where thick features often change their valency.  This should tell us something, think generalists, since even if we think we can find the odd case here and there of valency switching, we still think that thick features overwhelmingly point in only one direction.  And this is enough to support a slightly altered (ii) above.  Similarly, although in Dancy’s example the kindness of the action does not seem to be functioning as a reason either way to wipe the torturer’s brow (and so is irrelevant when deciding what to do), it is likely that such examples will be few and far between.  Again, in the overwhelming number of cases, thick features will count in one way or another, so (i) still seems a good claim.  Therefore, particularists still need to adopt some second strategy either to supplement the first or as something independent.       
This is where default valency enters the picture.​[11]​  To say that a feature has a default valency is to say that it often or normally generates a reason to act or refrain from acting, although it is possible for such a valency to switch.  Importantly, default valency is not just a function of the way in which other features, by their presence or absence, affect the reason-generating nature of a feature.  In addition, it is assumed that the feature itself has a reason-giving nature in advance of any effects that there might be that stem from other features.  So, we might say that kindness has a default valency of being right-making and will make actions of which it is a part right unless there are certain features present that change that valency.  Furthermore, not only can thick features have default valency but, in theory at least, other sorts of feature can have default valency.  We might say that killing is normally wrong-making, but if other features are present or absent, killing can be right-making.          
	It is important to be clear that the idea of default valency is consistent with particularism.  Particularists make a claim only about whether the valency of features can switch (or claim that it is not necessary that there be features with invariable valency for moral reasoning to have a rational structure, or somesuch).  Along with this thought they can insist that features can have reason-generating power independently of the effects on them of other features.  This is significant as regards our present debate, and independently plausible.  After all, we are dealing with features that are supposed to be essentially moral.  Why assume that they get their reason-generating power only from their relations with other features?  I return to this thought in the following section.    
	It is obvious how the invoking of default valency can help particularists with the problem outlined above.  One can see how it is that kindness often matters morally and normally counts in the same way because it has a default valency of a certain kind.  It might count in favour of actions in far more cases and types of case than, say, pleasure since kindness’s default valency is far more robust and is harder to switch than pleasure’s default valency.  Similarly, kindness might morally matter far more than the fact that something is dangerous, say, since this latter feature does not have a default valency.    
	There is a natural but misguided challenge to particularists here.  It seems as if they are invoking the idea of default valency and assuming that the existence of such valencies is a brute fact.  But surely the challenge was for them to explain why it is that thick features matter morally more often than other sorts of feature?  What sort of explanation - a, seemingly, mere ad hoc assumption - is this?  In response, one should reflect on exactly what sort of explanation is called for here.  What particularists are asked for is an explanation, consistent with their position, of why it is that certain features, notably thick ones, matter morally more than other ones.  In other words, the question is ‘How can particularists maintain their position and distinguish thick features from other features so that we can see why the thick should often or always make a moral difference and normally do so in the same way?’.  Invoking the idea of a default valency does precisely this.  What particularists do not have to do is to show how it is that default valencies get into the world and why they ‘attach’ themselves to certain features rather than other ones.  This would be a discussion more fitting to metaethics in which one tries to establish, in a metaphysical-cum-scientific-cum-ethical manner how it is that moral stuff gets into the natural, nonmoral world.  This does not seem to be what particularism is about at all.  All that particularists are concerned with is showing what is and what is not necessary for moral reasoning having a rational, non-capricious structure.  Indeed, to push particularists further and ask for an explanation of how it is that default valency exists is rather like asking generalists to explain, once they have argued successfully for some features having invariable valency, why it is that such features have this type of valency, and why others do not have it, and from where it comes.  There is no reason why generalists, qua generalists at least, should have to answer this further sort of question, and no reason why particularists, qua particularists, should be similarly challenged.     




In this section I discuss three interrelated questions that will help to give us a sense of the importance of default valency, and then make a final comment about thin moral features.  

(a) Our first question is ‘What can reflection about the notion of default valency tell us about how we might divide reason-generating features into types?’.     
	Aside from thin features, I have listed three types of feature so far: those features that never or hardly ever generate moral reasons, non-thick features that are often morally relevant and generate reasons, and morally thick features.  (I am interested mostly in the second type in this sub-section.)  At the start of matters, it seems as if we have three distinct types of feature but, on reflection, we may not wish to hold to that.  
Let me start with the first type of feature.  Is it true that there are some features that we can say never generate moral reasons?  (Of course, it may turn out that there are some features that fit this description once we have done an incredible amount of investigation.  I am assuming that we are trying to answer our questions through some mixture of a priori speculation and limited experience.)  The sort of thing that someone could have in mind who thought that there were some such features would be as follows.  It could be (contra Crisp above) that in some situations Tuesdays are relevant.  Perhaps it is important to give the present on a Tuesday rather than a Wednesday because that is when the anniversary is.  Or perhaps I give her yellow roses rather than red because that is the sort she prefers and she needs cheering up.  But, says the person opposed to this type of feature having any right- or wrong-making power, it is not the fact that it is Tuesday or the fact that the roses are yellow in themselves that help to make the action right.  Rather it is the special nature of the anniversary, or the fact that one cares for someone (or the promise that is made, or the contract that is drawn up, or whatever) that generates the reason.  After all, one could just as well change the days or colours round and, whilst one would end up performing slightly different actions (acting on Wednesday rather than Tuesday), the relevant feature would generate the same type and strength of reason.       
	I think something slightly wrong has gone on here, although there is something right too.  What is wrong is the claim that the fact that it is Tuesday can never generate a reason to act.  On the contrary, it seems to generate all sorts of reasons.  Not only can it give me a reason to give her the present now, but it also gives me a reason to give a lecture rather than attend the meeting, and to listen to the radio rather than watch the television.  Countless other examples exist, I imagine.  However, what seems right is that Tuesdays, colours, numbers, people’s names and the like do not seem to be the type of thing that can generate reasons on their own.​[12]​  ‘Tuesdayness’ seems to lack any moral, prudential or other normative nature.  It generates reasons only if it is paired with an enabler of some sort.  I give the present on a Tuesday because that is when the anniversary falls, and I only give the lecture on Tuesday because we have decided in advance that that is the day of the week for it.  We could, at this stage, start a debate and say that, alternatively to what I have just said, Tuesdays (or facts about which day of the week it is) never generate reasons since the feature that is generating the reasons is ‘the-fact-that-it-is-Tuesday-plus-[enabler]’.  This would then preserve the initial starting point that Tuesdays never generate reasons.    
	I am neutral on this issue of how to carve features.  What I want to draw from these thoughts is something about default valency.  Whether or not one thinks that days of the week, say, can generate reasons, one should say (i) that such features can never generate reasons on their own; they always seem to need an enabler of some sort (which might then get ‘linked’ to create a more complex sort of reason-generating feature); and (ii) there will be a variety of enablers that, by their presence or absence, can easily make the feature right-making, wrong-making or morally irrelevant.  (Additionally, I strongly suspect that of the vast number of actions that are performed on Tuesdays, the Tuesdayness is morally irrelevant.)  From this we can conclude that there are some, or perhaps many, features that do not have default valency.  My denial of colours and days of the week having default valency stems from (i) rather than (ii).  In theory a feature can still have default valency even if it can be switched easily.  Having a default, though, means that a feature carries within itself a reason-generating nature of some sort; it is either defeasibly right-making or defeasibly wrong-making.  If one cannot imagine a situation where Tuesday, say, by itself generates a reason, I think this means that it does not have a default valency, by definition.   
What of the other types of feature?  Let me say something quickly, here, about thick features.  What seems right to say about these features is that they are different in kind from both the other types.  Thick features seem to be essentially reason-generating features and can do it on their own without any sort of enabler.  Further, they seem to be the sorts of thing that are either mostly right-making or mostly wrong-making.  One has to work relatively hard to think of examples where the feature does not have the valency one expects.  If any sort of feature has default valency, it is this sort of thing.  There are then two interesting questions to raise about thick features regarding default valency.  First, is there any variation across supposed thick features regarding default valency?  That is, are there some thick features whose default is hardly ever switched, whilst there are other thick features whose default is more easily switchable?  Secondly, whether or not there is such variety, how should one characterize the relative ‘inertia’ and stubbornness that the default valencies of thick features supposedly have?  I suggest initial answers to both questions in (c).    
Recall that the second type of feature was characterized as being sometimes morally relevant, and more relevant than days of the week or colours.  (Strictly, the assumption is that as a proportion of the number of situations of which the feature is a part, features of this second type have a higher proportion of morally relevant instances than is had by features of the first type.)  Examples we have encountered so far of features that might be thought to belong to this second group include the deaths of people, the pleasurable and dangerous nature of actions, and the emotional reactions of others.  (The features I list are supposed only to be indicative of the types of feature one could imagine being grouped together.)  At the very least, this second type of feature is different from the first, because one assumes that features of this second type are morally relevant more often.  But that could be construed as just a difference of degree.  It might just be that, across those features I distinguished above as the first and second types, we have a spectrum of features, from those that are often morally relevant whenever they occur to those that are hardly ever morally relevant when they occur.  Perhaps people’s deaths are at one end and colours are at the other, with pleasure somewhere in between, say.  But, can a case be made for thinking that there is a difference in kind and that we really have two types of feature here?  
Two things seem initially to unite those features grouped as the second type.  First, the features in this group seem to be capable of generating reasons on their own.  Secondly, they do not seem to carry any prominent evaluatory aspect that is clearly identifiable as ‘pro’ or ‘con’, unlike many thick features.  I have two comments on this first idea and one comment on the second.  
My first comment on this first idea is relatively short, partly because it will need further elaboration in a while.  No matter what else one says, one might wish to distinguish some features in this group from others.  Some of these features might generate reasons but might never, on their own, take one to a moral ought.  Dancy has drawn the distinction between peremptory reasons and enticing reasons.​[13]​  For example, that something would be amusing strikes Dancy as providing an enticement - a reason - to act but never makes it morally obligatory to act.  That I could amuse someone who needs cheering up might, I think, take one to a moral ought, but that is another matter.  On the other hand, one could imagine defending the view that the fact that people could die does, on its own, take one to a moral ought.​[14]​          
Now for the second, more important comment on the first idea.  Notice my hesitancy above.  I did not say that all such features are capable of generating reasons on their own, but only that they seem to be capable (at first glance, as it were).  Why the hesitancy?  We might conclude that some, many or all of these features are capable of generating reasons only because we assume, in addition, that they have moral (or prudential) significance.  The suspicion is that this assumed evaluative and normative significance might be best characterized as an enabler.  It is not that such assumed significance enables the features of pleasure or danger to be right-making, say, but rather and more fundamentally, it enables them to be the sorts of thing that can generate reasons in the first place.  This enabler would be something ‘bare’, admittedly.  Perhaps it could be characterized as, say, ‘things that are dangerous are normatively significant’.  My thought is that in the absence of any assumed normative significance the fact that a proposed course of action is pleasurable, or dangerous, or the likely cause of death might be neither here nor there.  What is needed in a particular case, we might think, is the extra thought that the pleasurable is fun (and, further, that what is fun should be pursued).  I imagine similar comments can be made about both the features mentioned above and those that one imagines might be grouped with them.  
What should we say about this issue?  One could argue that if anything is morally significant it is the fact that people will die (if one acts thus-and-so) and, importantly, such significance seems to be built into such a fact.  On the other hand, one could counter by saying that death is a biological fact and its moral significance is an additional (metaphysical) feature.​[15]​  We do not need to decide this issue here.  What I want to do is to bring these thoughts back to default valency and advance my prime aim of mapping the options.  If one thinks that the normative and moral significance of any feature in this second group is an essential part of the feature, such that no enabler is needed, then one will have drawn a clear line between the features in this second group and those in the first.  The features in the first group are assumed to require an enabler both to give them moral significance in the first place and to enable them to generate particular sorts of reason in certain situations.  In which case, it would seem proper to say that the features in the second group have default valency.  Remember that our main reason for denying that colours and days of the week have default valency was precisely the fact that by themselves they could not generate reasons.  Even if pleasure, say, on this conception will seem as if it can switch its valency often, it might still have a default since we assume it to be able to generate reasons on its own.  On the other hand, if one thinks that features in this second group require enablers to generate reasons, then the distinction between the two types of feature is not nearly as clear-cut, although there might still be some difference.  On this latter conception, both types of feature are not morally significant in isolation from other features and both are incapable of making actions right or wrong on their own.  It also seems right that the mere presence of a bare enabler to the fact that it is a Tuesday will not, by itself, generate a type of reason.  That is, in isolation from any other features, even if one assumes that Tuesday is morally significant, the fact that it is a Tuesday does not have an ‘air’ of right-makingness or wrong-makingness about it.  Indeed, this sort of scenario seems odd.  How could Tuesdays be morally significant per se, as it were?  Perhaps Tuesdays can become morally significant only if there is an enabling feature that performed two roles: enabling Tuesdays to generate a certain sort of reason and, in so doing, making Tuesdays morally significant.  The previous example of promising performs this dual role.  In contrast we might want to argue that a feature such as pleasure, plus the addition of a bare enabler, does give pleasure an air about it, presumably that of ‘right-makingness’, although we can acknowledge that the valency is fairly defeasible.  Advocating this idea still gives one a difference in kind between our first and second types of feature.  However, I am not sure what to say about whether the second type of feature on this view should be assumed to have a default valency.  If the idea of a default valency implies that something is morally significant and has the power to generate reasons in and of itself (that is, absent all enablers) then on this view the second type of feature lacks default valency.  However, default valency may not imply this.  It may imply only that, once conceived as morally significant, a feature has the defeasible power to generate a certain sort of reason.  (I have no preference for either conception of default valency.)  Alternatively to all of this, one might say that even with a bare enabler, the fact that an action would be pleasurable does not have an air of right-makingness about it.  At least one further feature is required to allow pleasure to be either right- or wrong-making.  In which case, there might be a difference between the first and second type of features, but it is one of degree only.  It seems to me that it is highly likely that even when viewed in this way, the fact that an action will be pleasurable is more likely to generate a reason of some type than the fact that it is Tuesday, although I think we should be open-minded about this.  What seems certainly true is that if there is only this difference of degree between (what I introduced as) the first and second type of feature, it now makes little sense to ascribe default valency to those features in the second group or, indeed, to think that we have two groups at all.  What we have are (many) features that, if they are to be either right-making or wrong-making require either (i) some bare enabler (to make them morally significant) and at least one further feature (that enables them to be either right- or wrong-making), or (ii) one feature that performs both roles.  In isolation, none of these features generates any reason at all.  That some features generate reasons more often than others is just a matter of the other features with which they are conjoined.      
	There was a lot going on in the previous paragraph.  Let me summarize.  There are three options.  (i) One could hold that, say, the fact that it was a Tuesday and the fact that the action would be pleasurable were features different in kind since the former requires an enabler (such as a promise) to allow it to play a reason-generating role, whilst the latter was essentially reason-generating, though fairly defeasible.  We might then have strong reason to assume that the latter feature and all other features of the second group have a default valency.  (ii) Or one could say that both the fact that it is a Tuesday and the fact that the action would be pleasurable require an enabler to allow them to generate reasons.  But, the latter requires only a bare enabler in order to make it right- or wrong-making, whilst the former requires a bare enabler plus some further feature to enable it to generate a reason of some sort.  (And, again, it might be that there was one feature - a promise, say - that played both enabling roles.)  On this second view, a decision has to be made about one’s idea of what default valency is and whether it can attach to the second type of feature.  (iii) Thirdly, one might say that there was just a difference in degree between the two types of feature.  In which case, it makes little sense to ascribe default valency to either type and little sense to see them as different types of feature.  
	A further option might emerge from all of this, depending on the characters of the individual features initially put into the second group.  We might wish to divide further such features and place some with the first set, and then divide between those that are different in kind from the first group but in different ways.  Whatever we decide, the concepts of favourer, enabler and default valency seem key to helping us carve our moral landscape here.  At this stage it might also be worth me slightly revising what I said earlier about peremptory and enticing reasons since this introduces yet more variety into our supposed second set of features.  For example, recall that peremptory features are those features that can take one all the way to a moral ought.  However, I see no reason to discount a distinction between different types of peremptory reason, depending on which of the three options from above one favours.  There might be those that are right-making without the need for any enabler, and there might be those that are right-making but which require a bare enabler or further enabler to allow them to play this role.  There is nothing in the concept of peremptory reason, I think, that requires that the feature have a default valency.  Either that, or the definition of peremptory reason needs further refinement in line with one of the options given above.    
Having gone through all of this, let me say something quick about the second thing that seems to unite all the features in the (supposed) second category, namely that they do not seem to have a reason-generating nature that is either very strongly pro or very strongly con.  (I hope my intuitions are not awry here.  The best counter-examples to this claim I can come up with are death and pleasure, but even here I would say that their reason-generating natures are only ‘fairly con’ and ‘fairly pro’ respectively.)  Of the three options above, only the first states clearly that features in this second group have default valency.  Hence, at least with the other two groups, we have a contrast with thick features, which we have assumed definitely have default valency.  There might well be a contrast between thick features and those features in the second group characterized in the first way.  For we can assume with these second types of feature that their default valencies are fairly defeasible, whereas thick features hardly ever change their valencies (if they do).  We may not wish to stop at this thought, however, and think more about this stubbornness.  This will take me to (c), but before that we need to consider another issue.    

(b) When we say that a default valency is the norm for a feature, what do we mean?
	When considering any feature that has default valency, there seem to be two ways of characterizing why we are inclined to say that it has the default valency of right-makingness or wrong-makingness.  It might have it either because of a statistical preponderance or because it is essential to the feature that it have the default valency it has.  In my view it is only the latter characterization that holds water.  On the former view it certainly makes no sense to say that a feature has some moral significance that it brings to a situation that is independent of its relations with the other features with which it is conjoined.  The mind boggles at how a feature could have moral significance of this sort if such significance were a function only of how it operated in other situations.  How could relations with features with which it was conjoined to form other situations affect (or, more starkly, cause) what moral significance a feature independently brings to its relations with current features?  Surely the latter characterization is better.​[16]​  For then we are discussing the nature of the feature, something that it carries around with itself at all times.  Indeed, if there is a statistical preponderance towards right-making, then this can be readily explained by referring to the nature of the feature as being, essentially, a right-making type of thing.  However, we should be clear that on this latter conception it is perfectly possible for something to have a default of right-making, but in the majority of cases it not generate reasons in favour of acting.  This will be a function of the other features with which it is conjoined.  This is perfectly in keeping with the notion of a default, as being something that the feature has independently of its relation with other features.  But why then could it be that a feature with a default of right-makingness not favour acting in a certain way in the majority of cases?  Well, just think of an example.  Imagine that pleasure has a default valency and it is one of right-making.  This seems plausible since, if it is possible to imagine such a thing, sheer pleasure seems to be a good emotion for humans to experience.  But there are so many things that humans, complex beings that we are, can take pleasure in.  So, it requires little imagination to assume that in the majority of types of possible case, something’s being pleasurable does not count in favour of it.  The importance of statistical preponderance, in my view, lies in the fact that it helps initially to guide our investigations into whether a feature has default valency and of what sort.  

(c) We have assumed that morally thick features, and perhaps some others, have default valencies.  But we might wish to say of some features, particularly the thick, that they are hardly defeasible, and of others that they are fairly or very defeasible.  Why are we inclined towards this view?    
	Let us begin with thick features.  Again, we are confronted with a choice.  Should we characterize the supposed stubbornness in terms of statistical preponderance?  The problem in (b) does not repeat for we are not assuming that the stubbornness causes anything.  Rather it is a result of what happens when a feature comes into contact with other features to create a situation.  We call the feature stubborn because it hardly ever diverges from giving a certain sort of reason; perhaps it is right-making in ninety per cent of types of case.  But, that alone will not do, for we want to know why it is stubborn, what the underlying reason for this is, and that cannot be explained by saying the underlying reason for it being right-making in ninety per cent of cases is because it is right-making in ninety per cent of cases.     
	Instead, when looking for such an explanation we have to look again at the essential nature of the feature.  This is where thick features come into their own.  If there is anything that is distinctive about thick features it is the fact that they have some evaluatory aspect that is essential to them.  We might then say that if there is some essential positive evaluation involved in a thick concept, then one can expect that the associated feature will have a default valency of being right-making.  This move immediately distinguishes thick features from the features in the second group distinguished above in (a), no matter how these latter features are characterized, since the latter type are not assumed to be essentially moral in the first place.  The tempting move, then, is to say that thick features have the supposed stubbornness they have since there is something - an essential evaluative aspect – that stands in the way of other features turning the valency that such features carry.  Indeed, in some features this evaluative aspect might be so strong that it explains why it is that the feature never changes its valency.  Justice might be such an example.  (And, remember, this story is in keeping with some forms of particularism, since what makes it that case that justice has invariable valency is the fact that it is justice and the fact that it has a very, very strong default, perhaps, not the fact that it is a reason-generating feature.)  In the end, which features are stubborn, and whether there is a range of different ‘strengths’ of stubbornness, will depend on the characters of individual thick features.   
	I think that this initial story is more or less correct and I do not add anything more to it here.  I also think it should not be that startling either.  Yet, given the debates that surround thick features two sets of further comments are required.  First, I am trying hard to maintain a neutral position between cognitivists who claim that thick concepts are ‘genuine’, irreducible concepts and noncognitivists who maintain that they are not.  To cut a long story short, the idea is that noncognitivists, on pain of giving up their position, cannot say that there really are morally thick features in the world.  Instead, when people are making moral judgements involving associated thick terms, their terms and concepts can be broken into two parts: a descriptive, nonevaluative part that is used to pick out non-evaluatively characterized features of the world, and a noncognitive approval or disapproval of the features in question (in the basic theory, this will be a boo or an hoorah).  On the other hand, cognitivists think that such concepts cannot be so broken, and hence are genuine concepts that it makes sense to assume allow us to pick out (what we can assume are real) features of the world.  Now, all this talk about thick features having some essential evaluative aspect might seem to favour a cognitivist story.  But, there need be no reason why we cannot translate all of the above thoughts into a noncognitivist idiom.  We can ask why it is that it is rare that one feels (rationally) compelled to ‘boo’ justice or ‘hoorah’ selfishness.  The reason will be that there is something essential to the nature of them as (nonevaluatively defined) features towards which we complex humans attach moral significance.  Just as our whole lives would be quite different if we treated pain with indifference, so our moral world would be radically different if we saw there to be nothing significant in the link between approval and the nonevaluative features that typically combine to constitute kindness.  This is good enough to show that noncognitivists have some room to tell a story about why (supposed) thick features have some strongly pro or some strongly con element.  In the end we might not think that the story they can tell is good enough, and particularly whether they can give a plausible characterization of the significance that humans find in the (nonevaluatively characterized) features that often constitute kindness.  But this is a matter I leave for another time.​[17]​  However, it is worth commenting on an interesting sort of feature and associated concept that some might think falls between my division of feature types so far given.  Simon Blackburn has famously discussed features such as industriousness and frugality.​[18]​  His argument is that many supposed thick features and associated concepts, if not all, are not genuine, irreducible things.  For example, industry can at times be something to approve of, something to disapprove of and, perhaps, something that is morally neutral.  There may be a few ways to deal with this, but one obvious way is to dismiss the idea that this is a thick concept.  Rather, it seems to be a concept, similar to pleasure and fatality, that can often be conjoined with some evaluatively attitude, and perhaps different ones, but need not be.            
(Incidentally, by talking about an evaluative aspect, I do not mean to be taken as preferring a noncognitivist story either and use such a term for ease of English alone.  It is a further question as to whether such an aspect (or ‘element’, or ‘side’ or whatever term one uses) is a self-standing part, in theory separable from a similarly self-standing descriptive part.)  
Secondly, there are some cognitivists, such as Dancy himself, who think that it need be no part of the cognitivist-cum-realist story of the thick that the evaluative aspect be always pro or always con.​[19]​  (His thoughts were written explicitly in opposition to much of what Blackburn says.)  Cognitivists assume that there can be a variety of actions that can be kind, say, where such things have little or nothing nonevaluative in common.  We normally assume that concepts such as kindness allow for such variety and that competency with such a concept will involve appreciating the nonevaluative variety that there can be.  But, why assume that cognitivists are wedded to a story that the only thing that can explain many different actions and institutions being just is because there is variation on the nonevaluative side of things?  All that they are committed to is the idea that thick concepts are genuine and cannot be broken into two separable elements.  Why assume that the evaluative side of matters has to stay fixed?  Why cannot it be the case that two varying aspects combine to create the complex thick concept, rather than one fixed aspect combining with one varying aspect?  There seems no reason against it.  That this reflects Dancy’s particularism should be obvious.  There is nothing in the concept of being a thick feature that generates reasons for action that means that that feature always has to have the same evaluative aspect.  There is nothing in principle to say that cognitivists about the thick cannot be particularists about the thick.  
	So, as I said, whether thick features are more stubborn than non-thick features is primarily an empirical matter and something I give no definitive answer to here.  However, we should not be surprised if the thick is special in this way, and the obvious answer seems to be precisely that which is supposed to separate thick features from non-thick ones in the first place, namely that the former has some essential evaluative aspect.  Even noncognitivists can agree that the thick initially has some distinction from the non-thick, and hence why an explanation is required of how and why the thick is not so special.     

(d) A final comment about thin moral features.  Notice that the whole particularism debate is concerned with the relationship between reason-generating features and the overall rightness or wrongness of the possible course of action of which the features are a part.  It is plain to many that thick features should be discussed.  But to my mind there is no reason in theory to stop us from also discussing features such as goodness and badness and their relation to the overall rightness and wrongness of actions.       
	Let us first assume that both of these features can generate reasons to act.  So, for example, we might say that the action’s goodness is a reason for performing it.  This claim is highly controversial at present.  Some might wish to defend a buck-passing account of goodness.​[20]​  Instead of goodness being a feature that can generate such reasons, it is rather a feature that is nothing over and above a summation of some other features, such as kindness and justice, that a possible course of action might have and, hence, by itself goodness cannot generate reasons to act.  Any reasons there are to pursue the action stem from its kindness, not from its goodness.  (Hence, when considering what reasons one has to act, goodness ‘passes the buck’.)  I have no axe to grind either way on this issue.  For argument’s sake, let us assume that a buck-passing account of goodness (and badness) is not correct.  Once one admits that, it seems that particularists and generalists are faced with the possibility of repeating the familiar debates about valency for goodness and badness.  This is so because, although both are thin concepts, there is a difference between goodness and rightness (and between badness and wrongness).  After all, if there was no difference, it is arguable that the concept of the supererogatory would lose some or all of its meaning.  And, generally, whereas goodness indicates something that it would be nice, pleasant, and the like, to do, rightness indicates something that has to be done.  To support these thoughts we need only ask ourselves why we have two terms, ‘goodness’ and ‘rightness’, instead of one.          
	In which case, our unexplored debate comes into view and familiar questions will occur.  Could it be the case that goodness has variable valency?  Could an action’s goodness be morally neutral or count against one’s performing it?  Even if not, does the rationality of moral thought depend on goodness having invariable valency.  Or, further, even if we assume that goodness always generates reasons in favour of acting, is this because it is a reason-generating feature or just because of its moral nature, namely that it is goodness?  Of course, if one thinks it slightly odd to ask these questions about kindness, one will think it downright extreme to ask them of goodness.  But, as far as I can see the questions that particularists raise about the structure of moral thought and what it is to be a reason are brought out really well in this new debate.  We are, after all, raising (part of) the issue of how rightness and goodness relate, and philosophers should not shy away from the possibility of thinking that goodness need not have invariable valency (or whatever it is that particularists argue for).​[21]​  
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